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INTRODUZIONE 

In vista della graduale ripresa delle attività produttive, gli strumenti informatici e le piattaforme online possono 
consentire alle aziende di aprirsi a nuove occasioni di interazione con possibili partner internazionali.   
La Newsletter "EEN International Partnership Opportunities", a cura di Confindustria Piemonte, partner 
della rete Enterprise Europe Network, intende offrire una finestra virtuale su nuove opportunità di partnership 
transnazionali, proponendo una selezione dei profili più recenti pubblicati all’interno del Partnership 
Opportunities Database (POD), creato e gestito in esclusiva dai partner EEN. 
Il database, messo a disposizione delle aziende a titolo gratuito, consente infatti di effettuare ricerche partner 
in ambito commerciale, tecnologico e per progetti di ricerca e sviluppo, attraverso la promozione e diffusione 
di opportunità di cooperazione con aziende localizzate nei paesi UE e nei mercati terzi che aderiscono al 
Network. 
L’ufficio EEN di Confindustria Piemonte è a disposizione delle imprese eventualmente interessate per fornire 
maggiori dettagli in merito ai profili di seguito riportati, ciascuno dei quali è identificato con uno specifico 
codice di riferimento.  

Le parole chiave di questo numero: 
1. Trattamenti termici e pirolisi 

2. Materiali e superfici (tessili, pelle, plastica, carta, legno ecc.) 
3. Robotica 

4. Kit diagnostici 
5. Blockchain e Intelligenza artificiale 

6. Componenti metallici 
7. Macchine da perforazione 

8. Tubi in schiuma ad alta densità 
 

 

mailto:een@confindustria.piemonte.it
https://een.ec.europa.eu/
https://een.ec.europa.eu/partners
https://een.ec.europa.eu/partners
https://twitter.com/ConfPiem
https://www.facebook.com/ConfindustriaPiemonte/


 

 

TECHNOLOGY REQUESTS 

1. A German metal and plant construction company is looking via research cooperation for a 
software technology to predict thermal processes and material flows in a reactor 

Ref:  TRDE20200316001 
Summary: A German SME specialized in metal and plant engineering wants to design novel reactors. The 
team is developing an innovative pyrolysis reactor in the field of recycling management.  
Type and role of partner sought: SMEs with expertise in simulation of thermal process and pyrolysis to 
compare the technical developments with theoretic predictions. The partner should be able to simulate the 
thermal processes and the material flows in the heating and cooling layers. 
Deadline: 05/05/2021 
 

2. Development of novel surfaces to optimise haptic properties of products in various sectors 
Ref:  TRAT20200421001 
Summary: An Austrian R&D institute is developing a new technology aiming to quantify the haptic 
appearance of a product via its surface and material properties. The institute seeks partners to develop this 
technology and to use it profitably. The aim is to produce product surfaces with the desired haptics, to predict 
the haptics of new products and to evaluate new surfaces. Both virtual reality and artificial intelligence are 
used.  
Type and role of partner sought: Manufacturers of parts and items with challenging haptics or suppliers of 
materials or additives for such parts and items. Ideal partners work in: plastics; soft-touch surfaces (for 
computers, cars, household appliances); leather and artificial leather; wood and artificial wood; packaging 
material (plastic, paper, etc.); coating manufacturing; surface additives manufacturing;  furniture textiles; 
luxury goods (home wares and accessories). 
Deadline: 23/04/2021 
 

3. German SME is looking for smart kitchen appliances for a robotic cooking kiosk 
Ref:  TRDE20200423001 
Summary: A German SME is currently working on the prototype of the world's first robot cooking kiosk for 
system catering, which prepares pasta dishes independently. Industrial production of the kiosk is scheduled 
to begin at the end of 2020. In equipping the kiosk, the company would like to use existing advanced systems 
wherever possible in order to complete the prototype and transfer it to production as quickly as possible. 
Type and role of partner sought: A) Industrial manufacturers of "smart" kitchen appliances, able to provide 
particular support in integrating the device into the automation concept of the robot cooking kiosk. B) partners 
from the kitchen appliance industry and manufacturers of industrial robot tools who will further develop 
existing equipment to adapt it for use in the kiosk. 
Deadline: 28/04/2021 
 

4. Austrian diagnostics company seeks contract manufacturer for In Vitro Diagnostic test kits  
Ref:  TRAT20200331001 
Summary: Austrian diagnostics service provider seeks company to design, assemble and package in-vitro 
diagnostic (IVD) test kits for a proprietary product. Assay development is concluded and relevant product 
specifications are in place. Support is needed for labelling and preparing the required documentation. They 
seek a partner for manufacturing agreement within Europe.  
Type and role of partner sought: Experienced partner in IVD test kit manufacturing, holding required permits 
and expertise in designing, packaging, assembling and validating the kits. Compliance with applicable 
statutory and regulatory requirements (IVDD - In Vitro Diagnostic Directive - and in the future IVDR) is an 
absolute must. The kit manufacturer should be ISO 13485-certified. 
Deadline: 10/04/2021 
 

5. UK Midlands SME is seeking technology partners to develop an innovation that supports 
copyright protection and fair remuneration for creatives  

Ref:  TRUK20200427001 
Summary: A UK SME is developing a digital platform and innovation for creatives and their discoverers which 
tracks and traces their digital content online to minimise plagiarism and losses in remuneration. They are now 
seeking technical and research cooperation partner/s with skills in blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI) to 
co-develop the solution, and conduct research in the development to bring together multiple disciplines.  
Type and role of partner sought: Developers who would typically be SME’s or larger organisations with 
substantial experience in Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence and in the fields including, big data analytics, real 
time data, Corpus Linguistics and social UX/UI design. The ideal partner(s) would have expertise in system 
design and testing for large scale social interaction platforms.  
Deadline: 30/04/2021 
 
 
 
 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/bcbc049c-5c8d-4d81-b2c9-48d8f63436c5
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/601943f0-dc63-4e54-8cec-f486e2801bf6
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/380a78ab-23d5-4d4d-8b22-1fdc8d69eb96


 
 

 

BUSINESS REQUESTS 

6. Italian or German manufacturer or supplier of metal parts are requested for representation in 
the French market 

Ref:  BRFR20200330001 
Summary: French company specialised in small metal parts is looking for German and Italian manufacturers 
or suppliers of small size metal parts, steel and non-ferrous material and parts for representation in the French 
market. 
Type and role of partner sought: Manufacturer or supplier specialised in the sector of non-ferrous and steel 
metal parts such as steel springs, flat, spiral or compression springs.  
Deadline: 29/09/2021 

7. German company is looking for geothermal and deep drilling technology for distribution 
services and commercial agency agreements 

Ref:  BRDE20200224001 
Summary: A German engineering and consulting company with focus on deep geothermal energy, deep 
drilling technology and special machinery design is looking for companies with deep drilling technology as 
well as special machinery and technology for deep geothermal energy to offer distribution service and 
commercial agency agreements.  
Type and role of partner sought: Companies that develop and produce special technology and machinery for 
the geothermal and deep drilling sector, which are willing to explore markets in German-speaking regions. 
Deadline: 10/04/2021 

8. A French company is urgently looking for industrial manufacturer of high density foam tubes 
Ref: BRFR20200303001 
Summary: A French SME designs, develops and markets a full range of wooden ride-on toys (cars, planes, 
motorcycles) for children. The company is looking for industrial manufacturer of cylindrical tubes in high 
density foam black or colored (lengths 60 mm and 210 mm - internal diameter 20 mm). These have to be 
used as handlebar grips, in order to equip a toy model of ride-on moto-type.  
Type and role of partner sought: Industrial manufacturer of high density foam tubes from EU. 
Deadline: 28/04/2021 
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